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In this paper an analysis of the actions of an abstract dynamical system upon an 
initial probability measure is proposed. In particular, after a preliminary analysis 
on the absolute continuity of the probability measure, the conditions of existence of 
an evolution equation on the jacobian of the transformation from the initial state 
into the final one are defined and some pertinent numerical procedures, to obtain 
quantitative results on the basis of the said equation, are also proposed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the analysis of some methods for the study of the 
actions of an abstract dynamical system [ 1, 2) upon a population of a large 
number of objects. The state of this population being defined by a suitable 
probability distribution over the state-variable of the state of each single 
object. 
Let us recall that in some previous work [3-A] an evolution equation for 
the jacobian of the transformation from the initial condition into the final 
condition (when the evolution of the state-variable is an ordinary differential 
equation) has been deduced on the basis of the works by T. Soong [7]. The 
above-quoted papers relate to populations with constant number of objects 
[ 31. with variable number of objects [5] and analyse some pertinent 
problems in mathematical modeling [4] and in optimization theory [6]. 
In this present paper, after a preliminary analysis, in Section 2, on the 
absolute continuity of the probability measure, the results of papers [3-6] 
will be extended in Section 3, to the more general case of the analysis of the 
time-evolution of an initial probability measure under the actions of an 
abstract dynamical system, in general non-reversible and non-defined by an 
ordinary differential equation. In particular, some conditions to define te 
existence of an evolution equation on the jacobian of the transformation 
from the initial state into the final one are defined, and some pertinent 
numerical procedures to obtain quantitative results are proposed in Section 4. 
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2. SOME PRELIMINARIES ON THE ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF 
THE PROBABILITY MEASURE 
In order to define the aims of the present paper, let us supply some 
preliminary definitions. Let (B,/?) be a measurable space and I an open real 
interval containing the value zero. An element of I will be called time and 
the Bore1 u-algebra .7 on I is also defined. 
An abstract dynmnical system, hereafter a.d.s., is a cross-measurable map: 
f: BxI+B (1) 
possessing the following properties: 
Initial condition 
x =f(x, O), Vx E B, (2) 
Semi-group property 
f(f(X~ t,h tz> =.m t, + a, Vt,,t,,t,+t2EZ, VxEB. (3) 
Some regularity conditions will also be introduced when necessary. 
Moreover, the following definitions can also be supplied in order to define 
the actions of a given a.d.s. upon bounded measurable functions and positive 
a-finite measures. 
DEFINITION 1. f, is, for each time t E I, the function f, : x +f(x, t). 
DEFINITION 2. Y”(B,/3) is the vector space of real bounded measurable 
functions on (B,/3). 
DEFINITION 3. .H+ (B, /I) is the convex cone of positive a-finite measures 
on (&P). 
DEFINITION 4. qjf, is, for each 4 E LP(B, p) the composite map 4 of,. 
Remark I. The above map, Definition 4, is bounded and measurable and 
the map 
($4 t> I--+ $?A (4) 
gives the actions of the a.d.s. on the vector space Y’“(B,/3). 
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DEFINITION 5. f Tv is the immage, for each measure v E M+ (B, /I), of the 
measure v under the mappingf, (i.e., f ,*v(A) = v(f ,-‘(A)) for all A cp). 
Remark II. The action of the a.d.s. on .AY,(B, j?) is given by the map 
(v, t) t-+flv. (5) 
DEFINITION 6. A probability measure v0 E .P(B,& where .Y(B,p) is 
the convex set of probability measures on (B, /I), is defined admissible for the 
actions of the a.d.s. f, if for each time t E I, the probability measure v, = f Tvo 
is absolutely continuous with respect to v,, , v, < v,. 
Some examples can be supplied: 
(a) Ordinary smooth differential equations: in this case the dynamical 
system is regular and invertible and every Lebesgue measure is admissible. 
(b) Billiard smooth system: in this case the system is non-smooth and 
is invertible and every Lebesgue measure is admissible. 
(c) Dynamical smooth systems with stops on a transverse boundary 
manifold: in this case the system is non-smooth and non-invertible and the 
admissible measure is given by the sum of a Lebesgue measure on the 
domain of the dynamical system with a Lebesgue surface measure on the 
boundary. 
Remark III. Definition 6 means that if v, is absolutely continuous with 
respect to v,,, a density J, E L’(v,) such that 
J, v. = v, =flvo (6) 
exists. Where L’(v,) denotes the Lebesgue space of the probability space 
(4 A vd 
In fact, for all Ya(B,P), by definition, 
j-44 &I = j$ ~f(x,ovr@x). (7) 
Fubini’s theorem states the integrability, with respect to the Lebesgue- 
measure, of all the mappings 
t -+ ( $.I, dv, (8) 
that implies the measurability of the map t -+ J, from the interval I equipped 
with the Lebesgue u-algebra into the Banach space L’(v,) with the Bore1 u- 
algebra of the weak topology. 
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Moreover, if L’(v,) is separable, Petty’s theorem given the strong 
integrability of the map t --t JI. Consequently a cross-measurable map 
J: BXZ+rn (9) 
exists, with values denoted J(x, t), such that for all 4 E Y/‘“(B,p) and for all 
1 #Jt 4 = 1 #(x) J@, t> h,(dx). (10) 
Remark IV. Let the measure v, be admissible. If # is a v,-null function 
in Y” (B, p), then #f, is a null-function for all t. This implies that the a.d.s. f 
acts consistently on the algebra L”(v,) obtained from Y5(B, /I) by means of 
he identification to the value zero of all the null-functions in Y/‘“(B,p). This 
action will be denoted # ‘f,. 
3. TIME-EVOLUTION OF THE DENSITY FUNCTION 
In this section, after the preliminaries of Section 2, the main purpose of 
this work, namely, defining the time-evolution of a probability density under 
the actions of an abstract dynamical system, will be dealt with. According to 
the definitions of the preceding section, let us recall that v0 is an admissible 
measure of the a.d.s. and JI is the density of the image measure v, = f ,* v,, 
with respect to v,,. 
Let us supply the following lemma: 
LEMMA. If g is a v,-integrable real function, g E Y”(v,,), an essentially 
unique real function (g), exists, for each time t, such that 
for all bounded measurable functions 4. 
Proof: This proposition is an equivalent formulation of the well-known 
theorem in probability theory on the existence of conditional expectations, 
see Loeve 191. In particular, “essentially unique” means that two functions, 
which satisfy Eq. (1 I), differ by a v,-null function; then by a v,-null function 
on any support of the measure v,. 
Remark V. The linear map g tt (g), transforms a v,-null function into a 
v,-null function: this means that the mapping is also defined on the lebesgue 
space L’(v,). Obviously the density of the measure (g), v, with respect to v. 
can consistently denoted by (g), J,. 
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Remark IV. The operator (,), is a conditional expectation and this 
implies existence (see the proposition of Section 3). According to the used 
notations, a mean value operation is performed with respect to the values of 
the function 1,. In fact, iff, is invertible, then 
and if g is bounded, 
(g),=Pf;‘, (12) 
(g ~f,,+,z>,, =g off,. (13) 
PROPOSITION. Let ,uO be a positive measure absolutely continuous with 
respect to vO, ,tt, + vO, and let P, = dp,/dv,, then ,u, = f,,ttO is absolutely 
continuous with respect to v,,, ,u, < v,,, and tf P, = dp,/dv,, then 
t,, tz, t, + t, E I implies p,, + fZ = (p,,>,, J,, . (14) 
Proof For a bounded measurable function 4, by definition, 
[ q4 dp, = [ 4 of,Po dv, = \# of,(P,), of, dv, =I #(Po),Jrdv~ 
then the absolute continuity is proved. Moreover, 
which prove the above proposition. 
Let us now come to the final objective of this section, that is the derivation 
of a differential evolution equation for the density. For this aim let us 
formulate the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS 1. A sub-space J& of La(v,) equipped by the structure of a 
separable Banach space. 
(a) the injection between Banach spaces 67 + L”(v,) is continuous. 
(b) for all time t E I, 4 -+ 4 . f, is continuous from Q? to CPI. 
(c) for all 4 E 0 the functions t --* $ f, are continuous from I to @. 
Hypothesis 1 is a regularity condition in the following sense: the vector 
space of all CP which satisfy the condition c is non-void. Moreover, the more 
regular f is, the larger & is, if it satisfies conditions a and b; and in 
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particular, the more dense in L”(v,). Also in the examples b and c of 
Section 2, d can be chosen as satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition. 
If Hypothesis 1 holds, the theory of semi-groups of class C, can be used; 
see Ref. [ 8, Chap. IX I. In fact, the family of operators (T,),,, defined by 
Tt#=#.ft (15) 
is a semi-group of class C,: condition (b) of Hypothesis 1 implies 
T, E L((r, 67’); Eq. (15) implies T, T, = T,, F, TO = 1; condition (c) implies 
lim t -10 Tt = Tt,,. 
Moreover, according to 18, Chap. 1X-3, Theorem 11, the infinitesimal 
generator of the semi-group r, can be defined as 
then the operator A is linear and defined on a vector space a(A) which is 
dense in &. 
If the natural duality between &’ and L ‘(v,) is separating, then the dual A * 
of the infinitesimal generator A can be defined as the operator which satisfies 
the condition 
V#ECL: 
.i 
A$G dv, = i 
#A*G dv,; GE @(A*). (17) 
If J, is contained in the domain of A then the following constructive 
proposition can be defined: 
PROPOSITION. Let A* be a dual of the infinitesimal generator A in the 
natural duality between CF? and L’(v,). If the sub-space @ is dense in L’(v,) 
and if the map u F+ A* {J,, } is weakly integrable, then for all t, , t, E I, 
J,, = Jt, + I ‘2 A*(J,} du. (18) II 
Proof. For every d E G bounded: 
j #(J,, -J,,) dv, = i V oft - $ of,> 4. 
Considering the existence of the infinitesimal generator, Eq. (19) yields 
(19) 
li ‘*A(q50fU)dudvO= fl I’*dujAl~of,ldv,=1’*duI(A{9))J,dv, (20) t1 II 
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and, applying the duality property, Eq. (20) can be written as 
jr,d+4*{J,)d”,= p[p*{J,]du] dv,, 
11 II 
(21) 
then the theorem is proved by the comparison between Eq. (19) and Eq. (21). 
Remark VII. If the dynamical system is an ordinary differential 
equation of the type x = F(x), x(t = 0) = x0, and if v,, = dx, then 
A*(J) = -J(V F); (22) 
see Ref. ] 111 for the proof of Eq. (22). 
4. NUMERICAL METHODS 
In the class of problems defined in the preceding section, let us now take into 
account the problem defined by Remark VII. For such a dynamical system 
the probability density P(x, t) can be calculated as 
P(x, t; x0) = J(t; x0) P(x, ; t = O), (23) 
where x(t) and J = J(t) are given by the differential equations 
i = F(x), fEl=[O,T[, XEBCR”, EC&,, (24) 
and 
i = G(z), z= {x,J}, z(t=O)= {x0, l}, G= {F,-JV.F}, (25) 
and let us suppose that the global solution for z exists. In unbounded 
domains, for instance, the global solution exists if in such a domain the 
Lipschitz condition is satisfied and, of course, the existence of global 
solution for z also implies the existence for x. 
Moreover, the time evolution of the support B, of the variable x, where 
B, = rri[min(xi(t)), max(xi(t))], x = {xi, x2 ,..., xi ,..., x,}, is supposed known; 
see Ref. [4]. If such a time-evolution cannot be known a priori, then a 
tentative B,, larger than the actual conceivable B,, can be assumed. 
For the problem described above and under the aforementioned 
assumptions, the main objective is computing the probability density, the p- 
order moments of the variable x, as well as the cross correlations. 
For this aim let us consider a point xj = (xii, xi*,..., x,~,,} of B, and a 
volume element Ax/ defined as 
Axi = Ax,,, x Axjz x ... x Axjn c B,; Ax,~~ = (x,~~ - d, x,ii + d). (26) 
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B, is discretized if 
B,=UAx/. (27) 
Accordingly, a first numerical process can be proposed in order to pursue 
the aims of the present paper. 
(a) Fix t, B, and a set X of points xi of B, and a suitable discretization 
of B, according to Eqs. (26,27). 
(b) For each xi, find the corresponding initial value xgi by backward 
integration of Eq. (25) with initial value (xi, t). 
(c) If xoj E B, then apply Eq. (25) to compute J, and Eq. (23) to 
compute P,(xj). If xoj 4 B, set P,(xj) = 0. 
(d) Calculate the p-order moments by Gaussian integration: 
(x,~)” = 2 .$‘P,(xj) w(xl) Axi + Tr, 
/=I 
where w is a suitable weight function and Tr is the truncation error, and in 
the same fashion the correlations: 
(Xi,h) = 2 (XiXh) J’t(x,j) w’ix,i)Ax.j + Tr* 
Remark VIII. The truncation error Tr depends on the choice of w and 
on the structure of the density P, itself. The problem of reducing Tr to the 
smallest possible value is not dealt with here. 
An alternative to the process (a-d) is given by the approximation of P, by 
test functions. In particular, if 
Q = k/cl; qk = q!Ax); -R qk= 1, i, (28) 
is a set of lineary independent functions having the structure of a linear 
space, according to Rivlin [ 121, there exists, for each P, and for each error 
norm, an approximation of the type 
p, = qn + \‘ a&, - 4J. k-l (29) 
Accordingly, after the calculation of P, in a discrete set of points, in the 
sense of the aforementioned process, the coefficients a can be found solving 
the optimum problem 
(II 
II- I 
opt(a) = opt{a,, a, ,..., a,} * min p,-qq,- \’ a&, -9,J 
hY 
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then the p-order moments (and in the same fashion the correlations) can be 
calculated as 
ak(qk - 4,) xp dx . (31) 
5. DISCUSSION 
In this work a mathematical analysis on the study of the actions of an 
abstract dynamical system upon an initial probability measure has been dealt 
with. More in particular, in Section 2, the problem of the absolute continuity 
of the probability measure has been considered and in the Section 3, after the 
definition of the pertinent regularity conditions, a differential equation has 
been deduced on the operator J, which can be considered a natural tool to 
transfer the initial probability measure into the final one. 
Finally, in Section 4, the particular problem of a dynamical system 
defined by an ordinary differential equation has been considered and some 
computing procedures have been proposed in order to obtain quantiative 
results in the considered class of problems. It is worthwhile mentioning that 
this proposal also arises after some numerical tests performed in Refs. [3,4] 
where an ordinary differential equation with random initial condition, 
relating to a mathematical model in thermodynamics has been delate with; 
and that the proposed method can be settled into the mathematical 
techniques to deal with ordinary differential stochastic euations, where 
important contributions have recently be given by G. Adomian, see Ref. [ 131 
and related bibliography. 
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